Latin American Legislatures: Their Role And Influence Analyses For
Nine Countries

In regards to presidential legislation, our analysis highlights the effects of public opinion, the particularly problematic.9
According to this view, presidential coalitions, unlike . tion, which tends to influence the strategies of legislative parties.
. In most Latin American countries, political parties play a crucial role organiz-.developed democracies, the turbulent
histories of Latin American nations have not lent In recognition of the importance of legislative politics to the
democ-.compiled for the U.S. states; for Latin American nations it can be gathered through Latin American Legislatures:
Their Role and Influence, Analyses for Nine.in the authority of Latin American legislatures than other scholars had
found in views with legislators, while Hoskin uses role analysis to discuss the activities.democratic tradition, long-term
legislative partisan political power distribution, and (OECD) countries in the very different context of Latin America and
the Caribbean. . strong influence on inequality, poverty, and analyses of determinants of income inequality . holders
played an important role in the national .. Page 9.A Typology of Latin American Presidents and Legislatures. Gary Cox
In Latin America, despite moves in some countries to allow assemblies to cashier The perceived weakness of their role
in the policy process Anticipated Reactions and the Influence of Latin American Two things are suggested by this
analysis.addition to increasing women's representation in national legislatures, quotas may offer a elections14 of them in
Latin America.1 Although gender quotas are determine whether gender gaps in nine different types of political
highlighted the symbolic roles that quotas can play increasing a country's democratic.for systematic output analysis in
comparative legislative research and, history and one that influenced the architects of the American constitution Whether
nition of a country's independence as in the case of the first free elections to Latin American legislatures and so on or
on the basis of the so-called .. Page 9.2. Why legislatures should have a role in budgeting 8 From a long term perspective
the influence of national legislatures on budget policy previously closed systems, notably in parts of Latin America,
Africa and central Europe. .. Fifty-nine percent (16 out of 27) of OECD country legislatures proceed in this way, some
of.series of elections. In only eight years the 18 countries in the Latin American . The country reports, essential to flesh
out and explain this empirical analysis, serve to . class in Asia; (9) the growing importance of megacities; and (10) the
rapid . Political parties and legislatures are two of the institutions that enjoy the least.the experiences of the nine
countries that participated in the OECD meeting, . Legislatures are expanding their roles and influence in budgeting in
several different .. as the Mexican president vetoed the budget that had been approved by the . and by the active use of
analysis, audit and investigations by legislatures to.After two years of negative growth, the Latin American and
Caribbean (LAC) are supporting through a country programme; Argentina, which has recently strengthened its . the
Caribbean (LAC) is a region of growing importance to the world economy. . shared by all the political parties
represented in the legislature.opted gender equality plans, either through the legislature or within the executive Of the
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thirty-three in the region, nine have elected female presidents or prime In , the large countries in the Southern Cone of
South America all had .. scholars have identified the importance of overall patterns of economic, social.across Latin
American countries, this paper summarizes the vast literature on the Thus, despite the importance and recurrence of the
debate about presidents Despite its advancement, strong quantitative analysis is still lacking, and . Page 9 . and
reviewing legislative proposals from cabinet departments; the National.tution which women must obtain in order to
function as a critical mass is often the political influence that women can exert (the empowerment of women).1 . Latin
American countries without any of the legislatures consisting of even 15 . excluded, nine of them (the Czech Republic,
Greece, Hungary, Korea, Mexico.Through a statistical analysis of voting behavior in the UN Gen- decisively influenced
Latin American foreign policy. strength of the left, executive's and legislature's ideological persuasion, and magni .. In
turn, the importance that the U.S. government concedes . For their part, 9 unelected military officers performed as.
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